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since it overlooks the fact that domicil is no more than a con-
necting factor. Its acquisition is not itself a problem for the
solution of which a rule for the choice of law is required. As
we have seen, the connecting factor in any English choice of
law rule must logically always be interpreted according to
English notions.1 Thus, if a husband domiciled in New York
deserts his English-born wife and goes abroad with another
woman, his wife cannot acquire a separate domicil in England
by returning there ammo manendi. She may have acquired an
English domicil in the sense in which the word 'domicil' is
used in the New York courts, but an English court is concerned
only with its own conception of the term. It is part of this con-
ception that the domicil of a wife is the same as that of her
husband.
omicil and nationality.
Nationality is a possible alternative to domicil as the criterion
di?Lati^" of the personal law.2 These are two  different conceptions.
ality dis-	i\	—;l_—ur-	mm ......I	    ,i	^ j-
ish^d Nationality represents a man s political sjfatus, by virtue of
^^Xhich He owes allegiance to some particular country; domicil
indicates his civil status and it provides the law by which his
«x* personal rights and obligations are determined.3 Nationality
^ jjllgpends, apart from naturalization, on the place of birlli or on
parentage; domicil, as we have seen, is constituted by residence
in a particular country animo manendi. It follows that a man may
be a national of one country but domiciled in another.
The history of the parts played by these two concepts in the
present context is shortly as follows.
micil     As we have already seen, the problem of a conflict of laws
JftJr fau *n *ts m°dern form did not arise until the emergence of the
of Roman medieval city States in Italy. The growth of inter-city com-
Empire merce compelled the post-glossators to establish the identity
of the personal law, and they had no hesitation in affirming
that its criterion was domicil. For over five hundred years this
principle had no rival. Nationality was not considered as a
possible alternative. One reason was that for several centuries
the problem of the choice of law did not usually arise between
the subjects of different countries, but between the inhabitants
1 Supra, p. 51.
z In certain countries, suck as India, China, Algeria, Tunisia, Syria and
Egypt, the personal law depends upon religion or race; Rabel, i. 124-5.
*  U<tn? v. UJny (1869), L.R. i Sc. & Div. 441, 457, per Lord Westburjr.

